
WARNING

Before beginning any exercise program consult with your physician. Fitness training can result 
in serious personal injury or death if not done safely and properly. Risk of serious injury or 
death can be reduced if safe techniques and common sense are practiced when using this 
equipment. You should not exercise with this equipment without proper instruction or the full 
user guide at www.PowerFlexpc.com and check for worn or damaged parts. If wear or damage is 
found, stop using the equipment until the wear or damage has been remedied or the equipment 
has been replaced. Only perform exercises shown in the online instructional videos or the 
online workout chart. Never stretch bands more than two times the band length.

USER GUIDELINES 

PowerFlex Performance Cord, Inc. is NOT responsible for injuries resulting from the misuse of 
any training device. 
 - Check cords for tears or punctures before all exercises. DO NOT use if cord has been  
  damaged. 
 - Check carabineers for any damage or anything that will not ensure a secure 
  attachment. DO NOT use if carabineers are damaged.
 - Make sure the cords are being used in the appropriate manner. Cords are made to be  
  used at 2x their resting length. DO NOT stretch cords longer than 2x resting  
  length. Increase to a heavier cord resistance or add extra cords if exercise is too  
  easy.
 - CAUTION: Anchors and attachment sites can become loose during exercise; make sure to  
  recheck all attachments in-between sets.

PowerFlex Performance Cord, Inc. will replace damaged cord(s), as long as they were used 
correctly, for up to one (1) year from the date of purchase. Upon receiving the damaged cord(s), 
PowerFlex Performance Cord, Inc. will evaluate the damaged cord(s) and determine the 
outcome, i.e., free replacement due to defective materials or new purchase at retail price based 
on regular use. Contact PowerFlex Performance Cord, Inc. for damaged cord form 
(info@powerflexpc.com).

BODY ATTACHMENT SITES GUIDELINES

Attachment straps must be on the bicep and wrist areas of the arm(s) being used. On the bicep, 
the “o” ring must be on the back of the arm on the tricep area. On the wrist, the “o” ring must be 
on top of the wrist as a wrist watch would be worn. 

Carabineers must be attached to the attachment straps. The carabineer with the shorter lead 
connects to the “o” ring on the tricep area and the carabineer with the longer lead connects to 
the “o” ring on top of the wrist.

The main carabineer at the end of the cord must be attached or clipped to a chain-link fence, 
solid anchor point, or to a pole by using the PowerFlex Performance Cord Cinch Strap provided. 
Make sure all attachments are secure before performing any exercise.
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